
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCIO 
The last quarter saw another extremely interesting development when the 

High Court of Delhi received a petition from a person from the transgender 

community asking that the section on sexual harassment (Section 354A) 

under Indian Penal Code by extended to them as well. We have analysed this 

judgment and the petition filed by the person in this volume. We have 

analysed another judgment which was passed by the High Court of Jammu 

& Kashmir stating that the law against sexual harassment of women at 

workplace is in addition to and not in derogation to other laws, as per 

Section 28 of the law.  

 

We have some interesting news from India and abroad as well – especially 

the Indian news articles that point towards how the courts are handling 

complaints with respect to ICs not handling complaints in accordance with 

provisions of law and the process mentioned under it. These could also be a 

great learning to understand the importance of following the due process. 

This volume also brings updates on the recent World Bank report on rights 

of men and women. We hope you enjoy reading this volume. We would also 

love to hear from you with feedbacks, and short write-ups or articles. 

 
POSH at Work is a firm that believes that sexual harassment at workplace does not only cause mental 

and/or physical damage to the person harassed but also seriously curtails opportunities at work by 

creating a discriminatory work environment. The Firm, therefore, assists organizations and 

institutions in complying with provisions of the Law against Sexual Harassment at Workplace such as 

having an anti-sexual harassment Policy, constituting an Internal Committee (IC) for redressal of 

complaints including providing an External Member on the IC as per Law for being part of inquiries 

& conciliation & providing guidance at each step, conducting training programs/workshops for IC 

members & awareness sessions for employees as well as students, having posters for creating 

awareness etc. The Firm consists of lawyers and psychologists and is equipped to provide expertise of 

a corporate, criminal and civil advisory and litigation along with being able to handle high levels of 

distress that may arise due to harassment. The Firm can serve anywhere in the Country with a pool of 

efficient & experienced affiliates on board from different Locations across India. 

  
This e-newsletter provides general information available at the time of publication. It is intended as an 

update and is not a substitute for professional advice. It is recommended that professional advice be 

taken based on the specific facts and circumstances, without relying solely on the contents hereof. 

 

POSH at Work – Empanelled with Ministry of Women & Child Development 

www.poshatwork.com | contact@poshatwork.com | + 91 90045 21614 

Correspondence Address: Awfis Space Solutions, Poddar Chambers, Mathuradas 

Mill Compound, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai – 400 013 

This Volume Contains: 

 

Updates from POSH at Work 

News Updates: India 

News Updates: International 

Other Interesting Things around 

the World 

Upcoming Events  

Events in the Past Quarter 

 

 

 

 

Volume 1 of 2019 

http://www.poshatwork.com/
mailto:contact@poshatwork.com
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Provisions of law against sexual harassment at workplace are in addition to other laws 

 

Referring to Section 28 of the Act, the High Court of Jammu and Kashmir held that “…it is evident 

that provisions of this Act are in addition to any other laws in force. Offences against women under 

penal code deal with all types of women whether employed or not. But Sexual Harassment of 

Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013, deals with complaint by 

woman at work place only.”  Section 28 of the Act states that, “The provisions of this Act shall be 

in addition to and not… continue reading 

 

High Court of Delhi & applicability of S. 354A of IPC to transgender community 

 

In her petition to High Court, she also states that the police chose not to apply the relevant 

provisions of IPC due to her sexuality, as she did not conform to the stereotypical gender of a male 

or a female. The petition states, “At the first instance, Respondent No.3 was sympathetic and 

acknowledged that Petitioner had been a victim of sexual harassment. However, according to the 

Investigating Officer (hereinafter “I.O.”), the relevant section under the IPC, i.e. Section 354A 

provides that acts of sexual harassment can be committed by a ‘man’ against a ‘woman’ only. The 

Officer doubted whether Petitioner could file a police complaint of sexual harassment under 

Section 354A of the IPC as she was a transgender person and not a ‘woman’. When Petitioner 

tried to…continue reading 

 

POSH at Work Partner quoted in an article by India Business Law Journal (IBLJ) on 2nd 

January, 2019 

 

POSH at Work Partner, Shivangi Prasad was quoted in an article by India Business Law Journal 

(IBLJ). Among other things, it states “…More than 50,000 participants have attended the over 700 

awareness sessions on the POSH Act as of November 2018. The empanelled organizations have to 

inform the ministry about the number of sessions held and the companies that have participated. 

Prasad’s POSH at Work is one of the empanelled organizations. She observes a steady increase in 

queries from women since 2017 on whether to file a sexual harassment complaint or to approach 

the ICC. “The #MeToo movement has resulted in a 150% increase in…” …continue reading 

 

POSH at Work Partner co-authored a book (legal commentary) on the law (2
nd

 Edition)  

 

POSH at Work Partner, Shivangi Prasad co-authored a book titled ‘Handbook on the Law 

of Sexual Harassment at Workplace’ in 2015 and it was published by Thomson Reuters. 

The second edition has come out this year along with FAQs, practical tips, new 

templates, guidelines for HR to follow, recent judgments from Indian courts and more. 

The reviews of this book have been written by Ms Zia Mody, Founder and Managing 

Partner, AZB & Partners, Ms. Promila Agarwal, Human Resources Area, IIMA, Mr. 

Ugen Bhutia, EVP – Legal Head, SBI Cards and Ms. Madhu Chhibber, Madison PR. It is 

available for purchase on Amazon. 

Updates from POSH at Work & Media 

https://www.poshatwork.com/provisions-of-law-against-sexual-harassment-at-workplace-are-in-addition-to-other-laws/
https://www.poshatwork.com/high-court-of-delhi-applicability-of-s-354a-of-ipc-to-transgender-community/
https://www.vantageasia.com/blowing-the-whistle/
https://www.amazon.in/Handbook-Law-Sexual-Harassment-Workplace/dp/9386374773/ref=sr_1_1?qid=1554317922&refinements=p_27%3AShivangi+Prasad&s=books&sr=1-1
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POSH at Work Partner quoted by Pune & Bangalore Mirror on 27th March 2019 

 

POSH at Work Partner, Samriti Makkar Midha was quoted by Pune & Bangalore Mirror. Among 

other things it stated, “…Mumbai-based therapist Samriti Makkar Midha, who has several years of 

experience in the field of mental health, states: “Earlier, my approach was overshadowed by 

behavioural…” continue reading here and here. 

 

POSH at Work Partner quoted by Sightsin in March 2019 edition 

 

POSH at Work Partner, Samriti Makkar Midha was quoted by Sightsin Magazine. Here is a link to 

the article. 

 

POSH at Work Partner quoted by Business Standard in March 2019 

 

POSH at Work Partner, Samriti Makkar Midha was quoted by Business Standard. Here is a link to 

the article. 

 

 

 

 

 

HC halts department probe in sexual harassment plaint 
 

A woman employee of the institute, alleging that the inquiry being conducted on a complaint 

regarding sexual harassment is not as per procedure under SH Act. It has also been alleged that 

instead of the inquiry being conducted in the presence of the presiding officer/chairperson and a 

minimum of three members of IC it was being conducted in isolation by…continue reading 

 

Karnataka HC Reserves Orders On Plea By Christ Law College Students Challenging 1-Yr 

Suspension In Sexual Harassment Case 

 

The counsel made the following submissions: No copy of the written complaint was given to the 

petitioners; There was no gap of seven days between the issuance of the notice by the ICC and the 

holding of the enquiry; The ICC did not have sufficient quorum on April 6, as two out of the total 

nine members were missing; and The manner in which the petitioners were treated indicated a pre-

determination of guilt and bias on part of the ICC…continue reading 

 

Kalki Koechlin feels there's more awareness post #MeToo  

 

ctress Kalki Koechlin said she has witnessed several changes in the film industry after the #MeToo 

campaign against sexual harassment at workplace gained traction in India. "I think there's more 

awareness. I have received code of conduct drafts before doing a play. I have learnt about actors 

agreeing on touch before intimate scenes," Kalki told…continue reading  

 

News Updates: India 

https://bangaloremirror.indiatimes.com/opinion/you/rewrite-your-story/articleshow/68585200.cms
https://punemirror.indiatimes.com/others/you/rewrite-your-story/articleshow/68584995.cms
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QVL7CJhZtb1W_mD4KbVFvgBrST9ZXw3l/view
https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/at-irdai-discrepancies-in-reporting-of-sexual-harassment-cases-119022300556_1.html
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chandigarh/hc-halts-department-probe-in-sexual-harassment-plaint/articleshow/68060386.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
https://www.livelaw.in/news-updates/karnataka-hc-reserves-christ-law-college-students-1-yr-suspension-sexual-harassment-case-143286
https://m.femina.in/relationships/love-sex/kalki-k-on-awareness-post-metoo-119487.html
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Now, India Inc wants a #MeToo & social media check while hiring senior positions 

 

At a recent discussion with a background verification firm, a large e-commerce company made it 

clear that it does not want any ‘flying allegations’ against prospective candidates for the post of 

Chief Technology Officer. The company also wanted to ensure that no such allegation was 

mentioned on social media as well. Industry sources said companies operating in the financial 

services, advertising and internet space are the ones treading cautiously at present. “Especially in 

the advert…continue reading  

 

Female intern kills Mumbai magazine editor as revenge for 2 years of sexual harassment  

 

A female intern at India Unbound, a magazine publication agency in Mumbai, has been arrested for 

allegedly killing an editor. Thane Rural police said that 44-year-old Nityanand Pandey was 

allegedly sexually harassing the 24-year-old intern, Ankita Mishra, for the past two years. Taking 

the matter into her own hands, she along with the publication's printer, 34-year-old…continue 

reading 

 

Can Women Leaders Help Overcome Sexual Harassment In The Workplace?   

 

Time and again many organizations have experienced that one of the most effective ways in 

preventing sexual harassment at the workplace is by hiring more women and promoting women to 

leadership positions. It is clearly not the desired solution given the patriarchal and misogynistic 

work structures that still exist today but it may just be the most important thing that is required for 

women to march forth and shatter the glass ceiling. It is also commonplace that many organizations 

take the easier or, I dare say, the more uninformed and sexist approach of not hiring women 

at…continue reading 

 

 

 

 

 

Lloyd's of London Unveils Lifetime Bans for Sexual Harassment  

 

Lloyd’s of London outlined a plan to address allegations of sexual harassment by setting up an 

independent whistleblower hotline and laying out potential lifetime bans for inappropriate 

behavior. The proposals were agreed upon at an emergency meeting of industry executives 

convened on Monday evening by Lloyd’s Chief Executive Officer John Neal after a Bloomberg 

Businessweek article found a deep…continue reading 

 

#Metoo is making the European Parliament take Sexual Harassment seriously 

 

Then came the #MeToo movement in 2017 — and Ponte’s notebook, which by then had more than 

80 anecdotes, became a symbol of the problem of harassment at the seat of power in the European 

Union. Now Ponte is leading the movement that started the #MeTooEP blog, a space for 

administrative and political workers to anonymously discuss what Ponte calls an “open secret” and 

get resources to recover and pursue justice…continue reading 

News Updates: International 

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/economy/now-india-inc-wants-a-metoo-social-media-check-while-hiring-senior-positions-3670881.html
https://www.ibtimes.co.in/female-intern-kills-mumbai-magazine-editor-revenge-2-years-sexual-harassment-794150
https://www.ibtimes.co.in/female-intern-kills-mumbai-magazine-editor-revenge-2-years-sexual-harassment-794150
http://www.businessworld.in/article/Can-Women-Leaders-Help-Overcome-Sexual-Harassment-In-The-Workplace-/16-03-2019-168204/
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/lloyd-s-of-london-issues-anti-harassment-plan-with-possible-bans#gs.37lxcv
https://epeak.in/2019/03/22/metoo-is-making-the-european-parliament-take-sexual-harassment-seriously/
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Thousands of female economists say they've been sexually assaulted or discriminated against 

by colleagues 

 

Female economists have for years dealt with pervasive sexual misconduct and discrimination in 

workplaces across the US, according to a new report highlighting unequal treatment in a field 

dominated by white men. In an American Economic Association survey released this week, women 

in the economics field described a workplace that was hostile and even unsafe at times. Widespread 

reports of bias against gender, race, and sexual orientation were also seen in the results, which were 

gathered last year from more than 9,000…continue reading 

 

U.S. report cites persistent sexual harassment at workplace in Japan 

 

The U.S. report cited a first-of-its-kind survey conducted in 2016 by the Health, Labor and Welfare 

Ministry saying that 30 percent of women in full- and part-time jobs in the country complained of 

“being sexually harassed at work.” The figure stood at 35 percent among,,,continue reading 

 

'Woefully inadequate': harsher penalties and legal overhaul recommended to target sexual 

harassment 

 

The report, #MeToo: Legal Responses to Sexual Harassment at Work, makes 45 recommendations 

including the introduction of laws to regulate the use of confidentiality clauses in sexual harassment 

matters and the treatment of sexual harassment as a work health and safety risk. It says civil 

penalties should be introduced and the six-month time limit for lodging a complaint of sexual 

harassment to the Australian Human Rights Commission should be extended to…continue reading 

 

Cheryl Yeoh Sew Hoy: Cracking Down On VC Sexual Harassment 

 

After brainstorming, #MovingForward was launched on International Women’s Day 2018 and has 

since been dubbed the #MeToo movement of the technology industry. In addition to taking on 

board over 100 VC firms in the US as full participants, Cheryl Yeoh Sew Hoy was listed as #13 in 

TIME’s ‘2017 Person of the Year as part of the 61 women featured in the magazine’s ‘Silence 

Breakers.’ With support from Ginny Fahs, Tracy Chou and Andrea Coravos, Cheryl Yeoh Sew Hoy 

worked to improve transparency and increase accountability of VCs around the issues of diversity 

and inclusion as well as detailing a path for founders…continue reading 

 

 

 

 

 

A decade-long study found that only 6 countries have equal rights for women and men - and 

the US isn't one of them 

 

The World Bank considered whether women in different countries were able to work the same 

hours and in the same industries as men. It also considered whether the law requires equal payment 

for work of equal value. In Belgium…continue reading 

Other Interesting News 

https://www.businessinsider.in/thousands-of-female-economists-say-theyve-been-sexually-assaulted-or-discriminated-against-by-colleagues/articleshow/68489891.cms
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/03/14/national/social-issues/u-s-report-cites-persistent-sexual-harassment-workplaces-japan/#.XKEZzZgvPIU
https://www.smh.com.au/business/workplace/woefully-inadequate-harsher-penalties-and-legal-overhaul-recommended-to-target-sexual-harassment-20190331-p519d7.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/madhvimavadiya/2019/03/31/cheryl-yeoh-sew-hoy-cracking-down-on-vc-sexual-harassment/#3ddcad866e49
https://www.businessinsider.in/A-decade-long-study-found-that-only-6-countries-have-equal-rights-for-women-and-men-and-the-US-isnt-one-of-them/Belgium-is-reducing-one-on-one-salary-negotiations-/slideshow/68262599.cms
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Madras High Court judge orders installation of CCTV in his chamber within two weeks  

 

Quoting Mahatma Gandhi's dictum that practice is better than preaching, a Madras High Court 

judge has ordered the installation of CCTV camera in his chamber while recommending the same 

for offices of all highly-placed Tamil Nadu government officials to tackle sexual harassment at 

workplaces. Justice S M Subramaniam directed the court registry to install CCTV camera in his 

chamber within two weeks…continue reading 

 

India: Data Breach: A Major Concern In India  

 

As per Indian law, Section 43A of the Information Technology Act, 2000 (hereinafter referred to as 

the 'IT Act') regulates dealing with or handling sensitive personal data. The Information Technology 

(Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data and Information) Rules 

2011 define 'sensitive personal data' as personal information relating to: passwords; financial 

information such as bank account or credit card details; physical, physiological and mental health; 

sexual…continue reading 

 

Why India needs more women in higher paying skilled professions 

For newly arriving expats in India, one of the first things to surprise them may be that there are 

comparatively few women in workplaces. This is true not only in offices but even in hospitality 

sectors, where a much higher proportion of women are seen working in other countries. This gender 

imbalance is more than just appearances. At 27% in 2017, the participation of women in India's 

labour force is one of the lowest in the world. The extent of India's shortfall is apparent when set 

against…continue reading 

 

Handling misconduct by employees at workplace  

Where the disciplinary authority does not intend to impose a harsh punishment for minor breaches 

of discipline or acts of routine nature such as absence without leave or sufficient cause, late 

attendance, negligence in performing duties, etc. the disciplinary authority may impose minor 

punishments such as a warning, withholding of promotion, withholding of increments of pay and 

fines. For misconducts that warrant strict…continue reading 

  

 

 

 

2 Days Workshop for Internal Committee Members 

 

After successfully conducting several workshops across the country, POSH at Work has the 

following workshops coming up this year: 

1) 17th – 18th May – Interactive Workshop for IC Members - Bangalore 

2) 8th to 12th July – 5 Days Certification Course for IC Members – Mumbai 

3) 13th – 14th September - Interactive Workshop for IC Members - Mumbai 

4) 15th – 16th November -  Interactive Workshop for IC Members – Bangalore 

5) 18th to 22nd November - 5 Days Certification Course for IC Members – Mumbai 

Upcoming Events 

http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/tamil-nadu/2019/feb/15/hc-judge-orders-installation-of-cctv-in-his-chamber-recommends-same-measure-at-govt-offices-1939185.html
http://www.mondaq.com/india/x/792946/Data+Protection+Privacy/Prevention+of+Workplace+Sexual+Harassment+Laws
https://www.devdiscourse.com/article/agency-wire/450105-why-india-needs-more-women-in-higher-paying-skilled-professions
https://www.peoplematters.in/article/life-at-work/handling-misconduct-by-employees-at-workplace-20648?utm_source=peoplematters&utm_medium=interstitial&utm_campaign=learnings-of-the-day
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6) 7th – 8th February, 2020 - Interactive Workshop for IC Members – Mumbai 

Please feel free to let us know you city preference on the email provided below and any other kind of 

sessions/workshop you would like POSH at Work to conduct. You can also drop an email on the 

below email id in case you want to register yourself for either of the 2 upcoming workshops. Looking 

forward to a great interaction. 

 

 

 

 

2 Days Workshop for Internal Committee members in Mumbai on 15
th

 and 16
st
 March, 2019  

 

POSH at Work organized 2 Days Workshop for Internal Committee members at Radisson, 

Mumbai. This workshop was attended by about 40 committee members (both internal and external 

IC members). We would want to extend our gratitude to the participants for making it such a 

successful event. 

 

Invited by IIT Bombay to train future leaders as part of ‘LEAP’ initiative in collaboration 

with MHRD on 4
th

 March, 2019 

 

Leadership for Academicians Program was a three-week leadership development training program 

(two weeks domestic and one-week foreign training) for second level academic functionaries in 

publicly funded higher education institutions (HEIs) in India. The main objective was to prepare 

second-tier academic heads who are potentially likely to assume leadership roles in the future. The 

programme was to provide senior faculty the required leadership and managerial skills including 

skills of problem-solving, handling stress, team building work, conflict management, developing 

communication skills, understanding and coping with the complexity and challenges of governance 

in HEIs, financial and general administration. IT Bombay was one of the 15 LEAP training 

institutions. POSH at Work had to cover the following topics: 

 Need for a gender balanced workplace 

 Loci of gender interactions in academic and academic administrative setting 

 Different strategies for student, staff and faculty groups  

 Understanding of varied workplaces and residential habitats  

 Creating conducive gender sensitive environment or protocols 

 Pre-empting inappropriate work environments and practices  

 Channels and mechanisms of expressing discomfort  

 Channels for escalation of complaint 

 Statutory and legal provisions and requirements 

 Institutional communication of the framework and of the gender related ethos to all the 

players 

 

 

 

 

Events in the Past Quarter 
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Invited by CINTAA to conduct awareness programs and training for IC members starting 

30
th

 January, 2019 

 

POSH at Work conducted awareness programs with about 80-100 members actors of CINTAA. 

Discussion ranged from understanding the definition of sexual harassment, quid pro quo form of 

sexual harassment as well as hostile work environment including casting couch to understanding 

the process of inquiry before an internal committee as well as courts and filing complaints with 

police. We thank them for having invited us. Videos of this program are available here and here. 

 

Session at Bombay Stock Exchange in March 2019 

 

POSH at Work conducted awareness programs with about 80-100 employees of Bombay Stock 

Exchange. Discussion ranged from understanding the definition of sexual harassment, quid pro quo 

form of sexual harassment as well as hostile work environment to understanding the process of 

inquiry before an internal committee as well as courts and filing complaints with police. We thank 

them for having invited us. 

 

This is an invitation to all interested readers to contribute articles authored by them for 

publication on POSH at Work’s website (www.poshatwork.com). The articles should be on the Law 

of sexual harassment at Workplace and related topics of interest to our readers & should not be 

longer than 500 words. The articles may be mailed to us at contact@poshatwork.com. The article 

will be published on the website. We look forward to an enthusiastic response from you.  
 

 

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2-99nmBKyY&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X46UXkTQulE&t=1709s
http://www.poshatwork.com/
mailto:contact@poshatwork.com

